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Since its emergency in 1497,pakistan has had to face daunting crises and challenges .The 
aftershocks of 9/11 have impacted on pakistan   serverly necessitating radical revision in 
some of its of its key foregin policly goals .The country is under intense international Scrutiny as 
a frontline state in The global fight Againts terrror.The is used for pakistan to undertake far 
-reaching domestic reforms as only political ,economic and social atability under a democratic 
dispensation will enable it to overcome the internal and external threats that it now confronts 
.This necessitates more emphasis on internat restructuring and cratfing of low profile foreign 
policy ;"Editor cheshire -puss ,"alice began ...would tell me which way i ought  to go from here 
?that depends a good deal on where you want to go ,"said the cat .i doesnt matter much which 
way you go ,said the cat .so long as i get somewhere ,alice added as an explanation .oh ,you are 
sure to do that ,said the cat ,if only you walk long enough .in the direction lives a hatter .visit 
either you like .they are both mad .but i dont want to go mong mad people alice remarked .oh 
you cant help that  .said the cat ,.were all mad here .i m mad you are would ,t have come here 
.,lewis carroll alice in wonderland .

The Turning Point.

On 9/11,that fateful day ,pakistan faced the worst dilemma of its life .it did not know which way 
to go , and which way not to .its option were limited and bleak .the world had changed 
overnight altering the fundamentals of globel relation .political enconmic and security shocks 
had been transmitted across the global an electrine pace ,if not facter .Terrorism became 
world,s foremost and unifocal challange with issues ofv peace ,security and develoment 

With its own post -independence polilical  history replete with crises and challenge that 
perhaps no other country in the world had ever experiends ,pakistan stood there aghast 
already burbunds with a legacy of multipe challange both domestic and external ,when the 
tragedy of 9/11  presented it with new ominous realities ,and also an  opportunity to think 
anew and act anew .



1:Stop al -qaeds operation on the pakistani bored .intercept arms shipment through pakistan 
and all logistical support for bin laden 

2:Blanket over -fight and landing rights for us planes .

3:Access to pakistan naval bases airbases and bored .

4:immediated intelligence and immigration ionformation .

2nd One assigment .;

CPEC:Prospects and challenges 

As a flagship of china ,s One belt one road initialative china pakistan Economic CPEC is pivotal to 
china,s energy securiy owing to the row in the region of south china china sea among china and 
other regional and global players .The ongoing contestation .

China -pakistan Economic corrider is belived be a game changer for the whole region 
.presentaly some extre regional powers are interested in taking benefits from this El -Dorads in 
this scenario the phenomenon of this corridor is belivedes to have some ..

The silk Road Economic Belt .considering securty implicational and Eu -china cooperation 
prospests security and stabilaly are central for successful  implementation of CPEC project 
....deteriorating law and order situation ,the country still faces signicficating security ..

The friendship between china and pakistan has acentuated new bench mark with the 
culmination of China -pakistan economic corrideor .A cluster of project abbrevited as CPEC has 
opends new avance of cooperation between the two countries it is belived to.....


